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 A = Very Common Item - Good Stock B = Common Item - Moderate Stock
 C = Less Common Item P = Production N = Check for availability 

Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose &  ttings prior to use.
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FDA

 
   NL5150 ~  PVC CLEAR   SPRING WIRE NSF51/61 TRANSFER

  
  NL5170 ~   PVC FOOD TRANSFER

FDA

NL5145 Spring Wire Transfer is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds, 
but is designed moreso for industrial applications where extensive, high purity 
food grade approvals are not required.  It is used in various industrial or commer-
cial applications for water, certain light chemical solutions, residual or cleanup 
lines, and process coolant lines.  Its non-toxic, FDA conforming construction 
also permits it to be used for certain food and beverage dispensing or transfer 
applications.

 
    NL5145 ~ PVC CLEAR SPRING WIRE TRANSFER   

For more information
refer to the: 
Water Suction Section - Pg. 30 

NL5150 is a crystal clear, wire reinforced PVC hose that provides greater kink 
resistance over “tubing” and has a very smooth interior to prevent build-up.  It 
is commonly used as a full vacuum or discharge line for beverage dispensing, 
potable water, deionized water, milk, juice, wine, syrup, high purity air, certain 
light chemical solutions, and various foodstuffs.  The wire helix resists external 
abuse/crushing whereas a traditional PVC helix can typically crack.  This hose is 
popular in food, packaging, industrial/commercial, and marine applications.  This 
non-toxic, non-marking, silicone-free hose is manufactured with FDA compliant 
compounds and meets NSF, 3A, RoHS, and USDA requirements & is CFIA 
approved.  A heavier wall version is also available from the factory on special 
request ( NL5151).  For industrial applications where there is less requirements 
for a high purity hose, we also offer a lower price point version (NL5145-).
Service Temperature Range:  -200C (-40F) to +650C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Ultra-smooth, clear PVC.  Cover:  Smooth, clear PVC.  Reinforcement:  Electrogalvanized helical steel spring wire.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, N400 series nylon/stainless barbs, sanitary  ttings.
 Inside  Outside *W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1/4” NL5150-025 .45”       150 psi / Full in/Hg 1” .07 C    100 ft
 3/8 NL5150-038 .60             100 / Full 1 .11 B    100
 1/2 NL5150-050 .74             100 / Full 2 .15 A    100
 5/8 NL5150-063 .86             100 / Full 2 .18 B    100
 3/4 NL5150-075 1.03 70 / Full 3 .25 A    100
 1 NL5150-100 1.29 70 / Full 4 .32 A    100
 1-1/4 NL5150-125 1.60 70 / Full 5 .50 C    50
 1-1/2 NL5150-150 1.85 50 / Full 6 .58 C    50
 2 NL5150-200 2.39 50 / Full 8 .84 C    50
 2-1/2 NL5150-250 3.00 50 / Full 10 1.38 N    50
 3 NL5150-300 3.50 50 / Full 12 1.64 N    50
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

NL5170 is a cost-effective, clear PVC food transfer hose with a smooth wall and a 
white PVC helix.  It is commonly used for the suction or discharge of milk, syrup, 
juice, wine, pellets, non-abrasive granular materials/powders, or various other 
food processing applications.  Its smooth exterior prevents hang-ups or material 
build up on the outside and it allows for ease of clamping.  Its clear properties 
allow the visual inspection of materials being conveyed.  NL5170 is manufactured 
with FDA compliant compounds and meets USDA, and 3A Sanitary Standards.  
Service Temperature Range:  -230C (-100F) to +540C (1300F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, clear PVC.  Cover:  Smooth, clear PVC (NL5170) with a white helix in between, or with a solid white wall 
(NL4985).  Reinforcement:  Rigid, white PVC helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, N400 series nylon/stainless barbs, sanitary  ttings.  
Note:  When using camlocks for food applications the standard black nitrile gasket must be replaced with white food grade material.
 Inside  Outside *W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/4” NL5170-075 1.01”      100 psi / 28 in/Hg 2” .21 N    100 ft
 1 NL5170-100 1.27 90 / 28 3 .28 C    100
 1-1/4 NL5170-125 1.53 90 / 28 4 .35 N    100
 1-1/2 NL5170-150 1.82 85 / 28 5 .48 B    100
 2 NL5170-200 2.37” 65 / 28 5 .65 B    100  
 2-1/2 NL5170-250 2.90” 60 / 28 8 .84 C    100 
 3 NL5170-300 3.46” 55 / 28 9 1.18 B    100 
 4 NL5170-400 4.52” 50 / 28 13 1.94 N    100
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

$ 3.83
4.71
6.40
6.88

10.63
12.42
17.87
33.90

$ 3.28
4.04
5.49
5.90
9.11

10.99
15.81
29.99

$ 2.73
3.36
4.57
4.91
7.59
9.55

13.74
26.07

$ 1.28
1.95
2.76
4.94
5.03
6.16

10.46
12.25
17.10
21.00
25.37 

$ 1.54
2.34
3.32
5.93
6.04
7.40

12.56
14.70
20.52

 $ 1.80
2.73
3.87
6.92
7.05
8.63

14.65
17.15
23.94
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   NL5154/NL5155 ~    TIGERFLEX WT/WE CORRUGATED CLEAR PVC FOOD TRANSFER

FDA

 
  NL5160 ~    TIGERFLEX FT SMOOTH ALL CLEAR PVC TRANSFER   

FDA
Z70

NL5160 is a completely clear (has a clear helix) food transfer hose that provides 
maximum visual con  rmation of the material being conveyed.  It has a smooth 
wall to prevent hang-ups or material build up and the smooth exterior permits 
ease of clamping and can be cleaned more easily than corrugated hoses.  It can 
be used for the suction or discharge of liquid or dry dairy products,  sh, syrup, 
juice, wine, pellets, powder, non-abrasive granular materials, or various other 
food processing applications.  This hose is manufactured with FDA compliant 
compounds and meets USDA, and 3A Sanitary Standards.
Service Temperature Range:  -200C (-40F) to +600C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube: Smooth, clear PVC.  Cover:  Smooth, clear PVC.  Reinforcement:  Rigid, clear PVC helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, N400 series nylon/stainless barbs, sanitary  ttings.  
Note:  When using camlocks for food applications the standard black nitrile gasket must be replaced with white food grade material.
 Inside  Outside *W. Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/4” NL5160-075 .94”      115 psi / Full in/Hg 3” .17 C    100 ft
 1 NL5160-100 1.28             100 / Full 3 .24 C    100
 1-1/4 NL5160-125 1.56 90 / Full 4 .44 C    100
 1-1/2 NL5160-150 1.80 85 / Full 6 .50 C    100
 2 NL5160-200 2.36 85 / Full 8 .71 B    100
 2-1/2 NL5160-250 2.88 65 / Full 10 .94 C    100
 3 NL5160-300 3.42 55 / Full 11 1.14 C    100
 4 NL5160-400 4.51 50 / Full 18 1.91 C    100
 5 NL5160-500 5.51 40 / Full 28 2.41 N    20
 6 NL5160-600 6.59 30 / Full 48 3.28 N    20
 8 NL5160-800 8.85 25 / Full 60 5.67 N    20
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

$ 5.39
5.57
7.12
7.52

12.33
15.92
21.31
35.85
45.78
67.95

111.39

$ 4.14
4.28
5.47
5.78
9.48

12.24
16.39
27.57
38.15
56.62
92.82

 $ 4.77
4.93
6.30
6.65

10.91
14.08
18.85
31.71

NL5154 and NL5155 are all-clear food grade hoses designed for the pneumatic 
transfer of powder, pellets, granular material, or various other food processing 
applications.  Its smooth bore prevents materials from building up and its con-
voluted exterior provides increased  exibility.  The clear wall permits maximum 
visibility of materials being conveyed.  These hoses is manufactured with FDA 
compliant compounds an meets USDA, and 3A Sanitary Standards.  The NL5154 
is a plain, corrugated PVC transfer hose while the NL5155 incorporates a static 
wire which must be physically grounded properly for applications where 
the movement of materials creates a static build-up.   NL5156 is available and 
is similar to the NL5155 but has a thinner wall for a reduced cost and is only 
designed for light powders.
Temperature Range:  -200C (-40F) to +600C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube: Smooth, clear PVC.  Cover:  Convoluted, clear PVC.  Reinforcement:  Rigid, clear PVC helix (NL5155 and NL5156 
incorporate a copper wire for grounding).  NL5154 and NL5155 have a left hand spiral helix while the NL5156 is right hand.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, N400 series nylon/ stainless barbs, sanitary  ttings.
 Inside  Outside *W. Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
  Tiger  ex WT - Plain (no static wire)
 1” NL5154-100 1.30”        55 psi / 28 in/Hg 2” .21 N    100 ft
 1-1/4 NL5154-125 1.60 50 / 28 2 .28 N    100
 1-1/2 NL5154-150 1.92 50 / 28 3 .35 N    100
 2 NL5154-200 2.40 40 / 28 4 .56 N    100
 2-1/2 NL5154-250 2.99 40 / 28 5 .77 N    100
 3 NL5154-300 3.64 40 / 28 6 1.10 N    100
 4 NL5154-400 4.72 35 / 28 10 1.80 N    100
 5 NL5154-500 5.74 35 / 28 16 2.36 N    100
 6 NL5154-600 6.81 30 / 28 18 3.70 C    100
 8 NL5154-800 8.97 20 / 28 36 5.53 N    20 
  Tiger  ex WE - with Static Wire (must be grounded to metal  tting in static buildup applications)
 1-1/4” NL5155-125 1.65”        50 psi / 28 in/Hg 4” .32 C    100 ft
 1-1/2 NL5155-150 1.83 50 / 28 4 .43 C    100
 45 mm NL5155-173 2.09 (53mm) 45 / 28 4 .46 N    100
 2 NL5155-200 2.40 40 / 28 4 .58 C    100
 57 mm NL5155-220 2.63 (67mm) 40 / 28 5 .64 N    100
 2-1/4 NL5155-225 2.80 40 / 28 5 .65 N    100
 2-1/2 NL5155-250 2.99 40 / 28 5 .88 C    100
 3 NL5155-300 3.64 40 / 28 6 1.25 C    100
 3-1/2 NL5155-350 4.27 35 / 28 8 1.55 N    100
 4 NL5155-400 4.72 35 / 24 10 1.92 C    100
 5 NL5155-500 5.74 30 / 24 16 2.40 N    100
 6 NL5155-600 6.81 30 / 24 18 3.70 N    100
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

$ 4.24
5.01
5.63
7.82

11.70
15.10
25.78
43.53
49.47
77.72

$ 9.06
9.26

12.84
12.73
16.04
16.30
15.27
20.41
34.06
33.03
51.96
57.15

Bulk
Only

-
-

Bulk
Only

-
-

56.90
-

$ 10.42
10.65

-
14.64

-
-

17.57
23.48

-
37.99
59.76
65.73

Bulk
Only

-
-

Bulk
Only

-
-

64.32
-

$ 11.78
12.04

-
16.55

-
-

19.86
26.54

-
42.94
67.55
74.30
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Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, 
use and maintenance of hose &  ttings prior to use.
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  NL5180 ~  TIGERFLEX 2020 CORRUGATED POLYURETHANE-LINED PVC FOOD TRANSFER

FDA
NL5180 is a hardwall, reinforced food grade hose designed for the pneumatic 
transfer of powder, pellets, granular materials, or various other food processing 
applications such as  our, rice, grains etc.  Its smooth bore prevents materials 
from building up and its external, hardened PVC helix reduces drag  friction 
and provides easy handling and maneuvering.  Its clear wall permits visibility 
of materials being conveyed.  This hose is manufactured with FDA compliant 
compounds and meets USDA Sanitary Standards.  NL5180 incorporates a static 
wire which must be physically grounded properly for applications where the 
movement of materials creates a static build-up.  This hose is also available in 
“straight” lengths from the factory (rather than rolled) for easier placement in 
tank truck trays or where no curvatures are desired when hose is not in use.

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +600C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, clear Polyurethane liner.  Cover:  Corrugated PVC.  Reinforcement:  Rigid, blue PVC helix and embedded 
textile braid with a copper static wire for grounding.  
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, sanitary  ttings, N676 left-hand spiral clamps.

Inside  Outside W. Pressure Bend Weight  Regular 25ft Bulk *Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increment Price/ft Length
 3”  NL5180-300 3.78” 70 psi 10” 1.20 C    100/50 ft
 4 NL5180-400 4.84 65 12 1.60 C    100/50
 5 NL5180-500 5.79 45 14 2.45 C    50/20 
 6 NL5180-600 6.93 40 16 2.86 N    50/20
*Also available in “straight” lengths from the factory (rather than rolled) for easier placement in tank truck trays or where no curvatures are desired 
when hose is not in use.

$ 41.72
66.11

100.16
122.84

$ 45.90
72.73

110.18
135.13

$ 50.07
79.34

120.20
147.41

 

NL5195
VLT-SD Series

NL5190 
VOLT Series

 
NL5190/NL5195 ~TIGERFLEX VOLT/VLT-SD CORRUGATED FOOD TRANSFER

  
   NL5190/NL5195 ~   TIGERFLEX  VOLT/VLT-SD CORRUGATED FOOD TRANSFER

$ 27.19
39.70
63.40
91.42

112.19
118.17

$ 44.36
70.41

105.70
130.88

$ 35.35
51.61
82.42

118.85
145.85
153.63

$ 57.67
91.54

137.41
170.15

FDA
NL5190 and NL5195 Voltbuster series hoses are hardwall food grade hoses 
designed for the pneumatic transfer of powder, pellets, granular materials, etc 
where high static buildup is an issue.  They are built with a static dissipative 
polyurethane tube, static dissipative PVC helix and stainless steel grounding 
wire which work together to provide superior static protection versus traditional 
material handling hoses with copper grounding wires.  Their smooth bore prevents 
materials from building up and their external, hardened PVC helix reduces drag 
friction and provides easy handling and maneuvering. These hoses are man-
ufactured with FDA compliant compounds and offer a clear wall which permits 
visibility of materials being conveyed.  NL5195 VLT-SD includes a double-ply 
polyurethane tube & fabric reinforcement to handle both suction and higher 
working pressure discharge applications.  Voltbuster series stainless steel static 
wire must be physically grounded properly to the coupling for applications where 
the movement of materials create a static build-up.

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube: NL5190 VOLT Series single-ply smooth, clear static dissipative polyurethane, NL5195 VLT-SD Series double-ply 
smooth, clear static dissipative polyurethane Reinforcement: NL5190 VOLT Series rigid, black static dissipative PVC helix with a stainless 
steel static wire which must be physically grounded properly.  NL5195 VLT-SD Series rigid, black static dissipative PVC helix and embedded 
textile braid with a stainless steel static wire which must be physically grounded properly.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless camlocks/combination nipples, sanitary  ttings, N676 left-hand spiral clamps.
 Inside  Outside W. Pressure/ Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating* Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
  Tiger  ex VOLT Series           
 2” NL5190-200 2.52”   40 psi / Full in/Hg. 6” .61 N    100/60 ft 
 3  NL5190-300 3.60     40 psi / Full 9 .91 N    100/60
 4 NL5190-400 4.69          35 / 28 12 1.70 N                                          100/60/20
 5 NL5190-500 5.75          35 / 28 14 2.13 N    60/20 
 6 NL5190-600 6.81          30 / 25 16 2.53 N    60/20 
 8 NL5190-800 8.76          30 / 25 18 3.30 N    60/20
  Tiger  ex VLT-SD Fabric Reinforced          
 3”  NL5195-300 3.60”    70 psi / Full in/Hg. 12” 1.22 N    100/60 ft
 4 NL5195-400 4.69          65 / Full 13 1.85 N                                          100/60/20
 5 NL5195-500 5.75          45 / 28 14 2.43 N    60/20 
 6 NL5195-600 6.81          40 / 28 17 3.05 N    60/20
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).
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  NL5015 ~   GOODYEAR GREY  VINTNER FOOD TRANSFER

FDR
Z70

Goodyear Vintner is the  rst “crushproof” hose in the winery & brewery industry.  As the 
originator, Vintner is a proven, popular product with a special polyester mono  lament 
helix which will not corrode or rust and will tend to spring back to shape when crushed.  
It is suitable for gravity  ow, pressure, or suction (27”/hg) of NON-OILY edible 
products and  uids, such as wine, beer, spirits, milk, syrup, potable water, and many 
juices (NOT recommended for certain liquors).  Its chlorobutyl tube has excellent 
resistance to open end steam sterilization as well as high temperature, modern 
cleaning and sterilization solutions (CIP, Clean-In-Place), such as sodium hy-
droxide, hydrogen peroxide, and peroxyacetic acid (always refer to chemical 
charts for proper hose tube/cover compatibility).  Vintner is made of high quality 
materials; its microbe-resistant tube is formed on a smooth chrome mandrel, 
designed to not impart taste or transfer odour and will perform for many years 
(however the chlorobutyl rubber tube is NOT resistant to oily products or abrasives).  
It has a traditional wrapped, slightly textured rubber cover; for a hardened EZ-Clean 
Cover then refer to our NL5027- Extreme  ex.  Vintner is manufactured with FDA 
compliant compounds and meets USDA, and 3-A sanitary standard 18-03. 
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +1050C (2200F)
Construction:  Tube:  Ultra-smooth, white chlorobutyl.  Cover:  Wrapped, smooth, grey EPDM with a purple spiral stripe.  Reinforcement: 
Spiral plied synthetic fabric with a polyester mono  lament helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples (suction or low pressure), sanitary  ttings, N5013 interlocking 
sanitary  ttings, full  ow internal expansion tri-clamp  ttings, crimp sleeves..
Note: When using camlocks for food applications the standard black nitrile gasket must be replaced with white food grade material.
 Inside  Outside *W. Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1” NL5015-100 1.61”       250 psi / 27 in/Hg 3” .70 C    100 ft
 1-1/2 NL5015-150 2.11 250 / 27 4 .97 B    100
 2 NL5015-200 2.67 250 / 27 7 1.37 B    100
 3 NL5015-300 3.86 250 / 27 12 2.57 C    100  
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

$ 21.57
20.31
25.52
46.12

$ 23.73
22.35
28.08
55.35

$ 28.05
26.41
33.18
64.57

 
  NL5027 ~ GOODYEAR EXTREMEFLEX BEVERAGE WITH EZ-CLEAN COVER 

NL5027 ExtremeFlex Beverage with EZ-Clean Cover is a uniquely designed hose 
that offers exceptional  exibility and resistance to kinking, scuf  ng, bacterial or mate-
rial build-up, and is compatible with modern sterilization solutions.  Its “hardened” cover 
is non-marking, can easily be cleaned, abrasion resistant, ozone resistant, and 
provides low-friction when dragging.  Its chlorobutyl tube has excellent resistance to 
open end steam sterilization as well as high temperature, modern cleaning and 
sterilization solutions (CIP, Clean-In-Place), such as sodium hydroxide, hydrogen 
peroxide, and peroxyacetic acid (always refer to chemical charts for proper hose 
tube/cover compatibility).   EZ-Clean is made of high quality materials; its mi-
crobe-resistant tube is formed on a smooth chrome mandrel, designed to not impart 
taste or transfer odour and will perform for many years (however the chlorobutyl 
rubber tube is NOT resistant to oily products or abrasives).  NL5027 is suitable for 
gravity  ow, pressure, or full suction (29”/hg) of NON-OILY edible products and 
 uids, such as wine, beer, spirits, milk, syrup, potable water, and many juices (NOT 
recommended for certain liquors).  It is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds 
and meets USDA, and 3-A sanitary standard 18-03 and its tube is Phtalates free, 
however the chlorobutyl rubber tube is NOT resistant to oily products or abrasives.
Temperature Range:  -340C (-300F) to +1040C (2200F)
Construction:  Tube:  Ultra-smooth, white chlorobutyl.  Cover:  Smooth wrapped corrugated, red, specially formulated low friction UHMWPE 
hardened rubber with a red spiral stripe.  Reinforcement:  Synthetic textile plies and two galvanized wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples (suction or low pressure), sanitary  ttings, N5013 interlocking 
sanitary  ttings, full  ow internal expansion tri-clamp  ttings, crimp sleeves..
Note: When using camlocks for food applications the standard black nitrile gasket must be replaced with white food grade material.

Inside  Outside *W. Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1” NL5027-100 1.56”      250 psi  / 29 in/Hg 1.50” .72 C    100 ft 
 1-1/2 NL5027-150 2.03 250 / 29 2.30 .92 B    100
 2 NL5027-200 2.54 250 / 29 3.00 1.20 C    100  
 3 NL5027-300 3.60 200 / 29 4.50 2.02 C    100  
 4 NL5027-400 4.61 150 / 29 6.00 2.76 N    100
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

FDR

Close up of EZ-Clean
Low-Friction Hardened Cover

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

    Extremely Flexible 
           Easy-to-Clean

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Close up of Armadillo HC   
low-friction hardened cover

NL5025 Food & Beverage Transfer with Armadillo HCTM Cover is designed similar 
to our ExtremeFlex EZ-Clean with a specially formulated cover that is non-mark-
ing, chemical & abrasion resistant, with a smooth corrugated  nish - which 
provides low-friction when dragging & manoeuvring and can be easily cleaned 
to prevent material and bacterial build-up.  NL5025 has a “synthetic nitrile rubber 
tube” which provides excellent resistance to oily edible  uids, mineral oils, milk, 
dairy products, syrup, potable water, juices, non-abrasive foodstuffs, wine, and 
beer (NOT recommended for certain liquors).  It must be noted that synthetic 
nitrile rubber hoses do NOT resist higher steam temperatures (maximum 180°F) 
or withstand certain harsh, concentrated sterilization solutions found in modern 
CIP (Clean-In-Place) processes.  Always refer to chemical charts for proper hose 
tube/cover compatibility; for added resistance to extended, higher steam temper-
atures or CIP sterilization solutions then refer to a hose with a chlorobutyl tube 
like our NL5015 Vintner or NL5027 ExtremeFlex EZ-Clean.  NL5025 is suitable 
for gravity  ow, pressure, or suction (27”/hg) and its tube is manufactured with 
FDA compliant compounds.

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, white FDA synthetic rubber.  Cover:  Corrugated, red, low friction specially formulated Armadillo HC rubber 
with a white spiral stripe.  Reinforcement:  Synthetic textile plies and two wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples (suction or low pressure), sanitary  ttings, N5013 interlocking 
sanitary  ttings, full  ow internal expansion tri-clamp  ttings, crimp sleeves..
Note: When using camlocks for food applications the standard black nitrile gasket must be replaced with white food grade material.
 Inside  Outside *W. Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1” NL5025-100 1.46”    150 psi / 27 in/Hg 3.0” .60 C    100 ft
 1-1/2 NL5025-150 2.05 150 / 27 5.0 1.04 B    100
 2 NL5025-200 2.56 150 / 27 6.0 1.39 C    100  
 2-1/2 NL5025-250 3.11 150 / 27 9.0 1.82 C    100
 3 NL5025-300 3.62 150 / 27 10.0 2.22 C    100  
 4 NL5025-400 4.65 150 / 27 12.0 3.25 N    100
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

$ 12.59
19.16
23.61
30.40
34.37
45.36

 

$ 13.85
21.08
25.98
33.44
37.81
49.90

 

$ 16.37
24.91
30.70
39.52
44.69
58.97

 

 
  NL5025 ~   CORRUGATED FOOD & BEVERAGE TRANSFER WITH  ARMADILLO HCTM COVER

FDR

 
  NL5035 ~  GOODYEAR GREY  FLEXTRA LT FOOD TRANSFER

FDR
NL5035 is a highly  exible, grey covered hose that has excellent handling capabilities 
and a good “force-to-bend” radius as compared to other rubber food hoses on 
the market ( it is manufactured with FDA compliants compounds and meets 
USDA, and Sanitary 3A requirements). Its special corrugation design permits ex-
ceptional  exibility and allows for smooth movement over rough surfaces. It can 
be used for gravity  ow, suction, or pressure discharge of milk, dairy products, 
potable water, beer, wine, syrup, oily edibles, juices, and other beverages. It will 
not impart taste or transfer odour.  It is typically used for tank truck or in-plant 
food processing where a  exible, corrugated hose is desirable.  The grey coloured 
cover also provides an alternative to white covers which tend to discolour very easily.
Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +1000C (2120F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, white Chemivic rubber.  Cover:  Grey, corrugated Chemivic.  Reinforcement:  Synthetic textile plies and 
two wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples (suction/low pressure), sanitary  ttings, N5013 interlocking sanitary 
 ttings, full  ow internal expansion tri-clamp  ttings, crimp sleeves.
Note:  When using camlocks for food applications the standard black nitrile gasket must be replaced with white food grade material.
 *Inside  Outside *W.Pressure/ Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Vac. Rating Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 2” NL5035-200 2.44”      150 psi / 29 in/Hg  3.0” 1.00 C    100 ft
 3 NL5035-300 3.52 150 / 29  5.5 1.95 C    100
 4 NL5035-400 4.55 150 / 29  7.5 2.59 C    100 
*All working pressures & vacuum ratings are recommended @ 200C (700F).

$ 30.57
46.35
58.63

$ 33.63
50.99
64.50

$ 39.75
60.26
76.22

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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  NL5060 ~  SOFTWALL RUBBER FOOD & BEVERAGE DISCHARGE

FDR

 
  NL5065 ~  HARDWALL RUBBER FOOD & BEVERAGE TRANSFER

FDR
NL5065 is a wire reinforced version of our NL5060, making it suitable for suction 
or transfer applications where it cannot kink or collapse.  It is suitable for use 
with beverages, potable water, oily edibles, dairy products, and non-abrasive 
foodstuffs up to 1800F.  It provides an alternative to PVC food grade transfer hoses 
that do not provide long enough service life, and also acts as an economical 
alternative to other rubber food hoses that are designed for bulk food transfer 
or higher temperature applications.  It is an easily handled hose that is resistant 
to abrasion and weathering. 
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, white, manufactured with FDA compliant compounds.  Cover:  Wrapped, blue synthetic rubber.  Reinforce-
ment:  2-ply synthetic fabric and a wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, sanitary  ttings, N5013 interlocking sanitary  ttings, full  ow internal 
expansion tri-clamp  ttings, crimp sleeves.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 1” NL5065-100 1.41” 200 psi 4.0” .57 C    100 ft
 1-1/4 NL5065-125 1.85 200 4.5 .78 N    100
 1-1/2 NL5065-150 1.98 200 5.0 .93 C    100
 2 NL5065-200 2.50 200 6.0 1.31 C    100
 2-1/2 NL5065-250 3.00 150 8.0 1.58 N    100
 3 NL5065-300 3.50 150 9.0 1.88 N    100
 4 NL5065-400 4.65 100 16.0 3.44 N    100

NL5060 is a semi-collapsible, robust discharge hose manufactured with FDA 
compliant compounds designed for beverages, potable water, oily edibles, dairy 
products, and non-abrasive foodstuffs up to 1800F.  This hose can also be used 
for washdown cleanup in food plants that require a food grade tube and cover; 
however always con  rm if the sanitizers are compatiable with the nitrile rubber 
compounds of this hose. The rubber construction withstands external abuse 
and provides durability whereas a more economical PVC hoses may break 
down prematurely.  This hose is also used in marine, aviation, and commercial 
areas.  It is an easily handled hose that is resistant to abrasion, weathering, 
and ozone.  For a wire reinforced version for suction or non-collapsible transfer, 
refer to our NL5065.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, white FDA synthetic rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, blue synthetic rubber.  Reinforcement:  2-plies of fabric.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless or white poly camlocks/combination nipples, N400 series nylon/stainless barbs, sanitary  ttings, N5013 inter-
locking sanitary  ttings, full  ow internal expansion tri-clamp  ttings, crimp sleeves.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/4” NL5060-075 1.13” 250 psi   - .36 B    100 ft
 1 NL5060-100 1.38 200   - .45 C    100
 1-1/4 NL5060-125 1.78 200   - .58 C    100
 1-1/2 NL5060-150 1.91 200   - .66 B    100
 2 NL5060-200 2.41 200   - .87 B    100
 2-1/2 NL5060-250 2.96 150   - 1.19 N    100
 3 NL5060-300 3.46 150   - 1.40 N    100
 4 NL5060-400 4.47 100   - 1.96 N    100

$ 10.52
11.57
13.12
14.56
16.70
21.40
23.71
33.29

$ 12.63
13.89
15.75
17.48
20.04
25.68
28.46
39.95

$ 13.68
15.05
17.06
18.93
21.71
27.82
30.83
43.28

$ 15.46
19.24
20.16
22.43
27.24
32.59
47.16

$ 18.56
23.09
24.20
26.92
32.69
39.11
56.60

$ 120.10
25.02
26.21
29.16
35.42
42.37
61.31

We supply a full line of Stainless 
Steel Food & Beverage Products
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 NL5080 ~    BLUE TPU LAYFLAT POTABLE WATER NSF 

FDA

FDA

 
  NL5075 ~ SOFTWALL FLOUR DISCHARGE

NL5080 is a smooth, food grade lay  at potable water hose that is available in long 
lengths (650ft or more).  Its high quality TPU construction gives it excellent resistance 
to wear, gouges, and tears.  It is also resistant to many chemicals and its superior 
construction makes it light in weight as compared to rubber hoses and permits it to 
be made in very long lengths - even in larger diameters.  The interlocked reinforce-
ment weaves ensure that the extension in hose length is minimized when the hose 
is pulled or pressurized - which also keeps “snaking” of the hose to a minimum. 
This hose is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds and is NSF 61 listed
and meets various international food standards.

Temperature Range:  -500C (-650F) to +750C (1670F).  Intermittent to +800C (1760F). 
Construction: Tube:  Smooth, thermoplastic polyether based polyurethane (TPU).  Cover: Smooth, blue thermoplastic polyether based 
polyurethane (TPU).  Reinforcement:  Circular woven (interlocked for added tensile strength & pressure rating)  lament polyester yarn.
Typical Fittings:  N9701/9702 hardcoat aluminum expansion couplings, Camlocks, etc. (pressure & application dependent).

*Inside  Outside W. Pressure Bend Weight  Regular 50ft Bulk *Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increment Price/ft Length
 1” NL5080-100 1.12” 250 psi - .11 N    650 ft
 1-1/2 NL5080-150 1.64 220 - .19 C    650  
 2 NL5080-200 2.16 220 - .25 C    650
 2-1/2 NL5080-250 2.68 200 - .33 C    650
 3 NL5080-300 3.22 200 - .47 C    650
 4 NL5080-400 4.22 175 - .70 C    650
 6 NL5080-600 6.24 150 - 1.11 C    650
*Sizes up to 12” are available. Longer lengths also available.

$ 7.60
9.36

11.63
13.98
18.48
23.44
43.01

$ 8.36
10.30
12.80
15.38
20.33
25.79
47.32

$ 9.88
12.17
15.12
18.18
24.03
30.48
55.92

NL5075 is a traditional, softwall rubber, collapsible hose designed for tank truck, in-plant 
gravity or pneumatic discharge of  our, sugar, powders, or other dry edible abrasive 
products.This hose is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds and has a static 
wire to permit grounding to the  tting where static buildup is a problem (wire must 
be grounded to  tting properly during assembly).  Due to its heavy, softwall character-
istics, we recommend trying our NL5180 lightweight, hardwall Tiger  ex 2020 Polyure-
thane Lined PVC Food Transfer hose which offers many additional handling bene  ts.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube:  3/16” white pure natural rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, blue SBR rubber.  Reinforcement: Synthetic fabric with 2 anti-static wires.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless camlocks/combination nipples (must use metal  ttings to ground properly).
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Bulk Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Only Price/ft Length
 2” NL5075-200 2.63” 150 psi - 1.39 N  -  100 ft
 3 NL5075-300 3.65 150 - 2.02 N  -  100
 4 NL5075-400 4.65 150 - 2.63 N  -  100

$ 37.95
36.89
60.94
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 Size Length Part Number Ends    Stk Price/ea
 1/2” Various  A54510X__-95 1/2” MNPT Swivel Each End  P  
1/2 Various A54510X__-99 1/2” MNPT Swivel x 90° Swivel  P  
1/2 Various A54510X__-90 3/8” MNPT Swivel Each End  P

NL5835 platinum cured, kink resistant, highly  exible silicone hose with a wire 
helix;  it is designed for ultra pure food, pharmaceutical, biotechnological, cosmetic 
& chemical industries.  It is also extremely resistant to temperature variations, 
sterilization, ozone, and UV over long periods of time.  This hose meets stringent 
standards including FDA Standard 21, German BfR, 1935/2004/EC, USP Class 
VI, ISO 10993-6/10993-10/10993-11, and 3A sanitary standards.  It may also 
be used for low pressure steam sterilization or autoclaved at up to 2500F in a 
normal autoclaving cycle.  However, if exposed to repeated steam sterilization, 
long-term high temperature or pressure, silicone will eventually relax and become 
“gummy” and should then be replaced.  Due to the nature of silicone rubber, this 
hose is NOT for use with abrasive products or handling, as well as oily products 
or environments.  Our NL5835 is sold in assemblies only (maximum length 13ft) 
and can be lot or batch traced when requested.  For platinum cured plain silicone 
“tubing” refer to the Tubing Section.
Temperature Range:  -600C (-760F) to +1800C (3560F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth silicone.  Cover:  Smooth translucent clear/white silicone rubber.  Reinforcement: 3 or 4 plies of polyester 
fabric with an embedded stainless steel wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  Stainless steel hose barbs with stainless steel crimp sleeves. 
 Inside  Outside Bend  *W.Pressure Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Radius @200C(700F) lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 1/2” NL5835-050 .94” 1.5” 200 .28 N    Max 13 ft
 3/4 NL5835-075 1.18 2.1 200 .36 C    Max 13
 1 NL5835-100 1.42 2.7 200 .44 C    Max 13
 1-1/4 NL5835-125 1.69 3.7 185 .55 N    Max 13
 1-1/2 NL5835-150 1.93 4.4 170 .69 C    Max 13
 2 NL5835-200 2.44 5.7 130 .88 C    Max 13
 2-1/2 NL5835-250 2.91 7.1 110 1.50 N    Max 13
 3 NL5835-300 3.46 9.1 90 1.23 N    Max 13
 4 NL5835-400 4.49 14.4 55 1.71 N    Max 13
*Rated working pressures vary depending on the application, media, and temperature.

NL545 Filter-Master is used on batch hot food oil applications such as  lter 
systems for deep fat fryers.  Its superior PTFE tube, stainless braided reinforce-
ment & smooth white silicone cover are built to last while providing  exibility & 
durability.  NL545 is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds and is NSF, 
NFPA approved and is a UL listed hose.  Pre-assembled lengths are supplied 
with stainless steel internal spring & MNPT in either straight swivel each end or 
straight swivel x 90° swivel.  N52300 internal spring must be used the full length 
of the hose assembly in suction applications. For custom lengths please contact 
our customer service team.
Temperature Range:  Continuous:  up to +1250C (2570F);  Intermittent:  up to +2040C (4000F) .
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth PTFE Te  on.  Cover:  Smooth white silicone rubber.  Reinforcement:  Stainless steel wire braid.
Typical Fittings:  *WARNING:  Custom Manufactured Factory Assemblies Only.  Hose must be skived.  N52300 Internal Spring, N52311 
Solid NPT, N52312 Live Swivel.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Bulk  Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft  Length
 1/2” NL545-10 .75” 1500 psi 4.7” .27 C                 100 ft

N52312 Livel Swivel 
c/w Crimp Ferrule

N52300-10 Internal 
Stainless Steel Spring

Electro-Less Nickel Plated Crimp w Ferrule
Part Number Description  Stk Price/ea
 N52300-10 Stainless Steel Internal Spring C    
N52311-10-06 3/8” MNPT Straight Solid N    
  N52311-10-08 1/2” MNPT Straight Solid N  
N52312-10-06 3/8” MNPT Straight Swivel N    
 N52312-10-08 1/2” MNPT Straight Swivel C    
N52313-10-06 3/8” MNPT 90° Swivel  N    
N52313-10-08 1/2” MNPT 90° Swivel  N  

  
NL545 ~  FILTER-MASTER  HOT GREASE HOSE

FDR

$ POR
POR
POR

$ POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

TUS
NL5835 ~  PLATINUM CURED ULTRA PURE BRAIDED SILICONE  HOSE

Sold in Custom 
Length Factory 

Assemblies Only

Sold in Custom 
Length Factory 

Assemblies Only

$ POR
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  NL5482/  NL5830 ~  BRAIDED SILICONE  TUBING/HOSE

For more information
refer to the: 
Multiple Purpose Section - Pg. 12 

GSC

 
NL1270 ~ KURITEC K3150 NSF CLEAR REINFORCED PVC

FDA

  
  NL5050 ~  HIGH PURITY  PVC WATER HOSE   

For small diameter, low pressure transfer, we offer plain, unreinforced tubing for 
food, beverage, water, or other ultra pure applications.  We stock a range of ma-
terials including PVC/Vinyl Tubing, Polyethylene, Polyurethane, Nylon, Silicone, 
Platinum Cured Silicone, PTFE Te  on, FEP Te  on, Polypropylene, Latex, TPR 
Thermoplastic Rubber, and Copper Tubing.  Please refer to our “Tubing Section” 
for further detailed information.

 
  NL5000 SERIES ~ UNREINFORCED TUBING   

TUS

For more information 
refer to the: 
Tubing Section - Pg. 129 

For more information
refer to the:
Tubing Section - Pg. 131 

Our NL1270 is a popular, lightweight, non-toxic, non-marking, crystal clear hose 
that is suitable for air, water, glue, mild acids, potable water, and food or beverage 
transfer (manufactured with FDA compliant compounds and meets NSF, 3A and 
USDA requirements & is CFIA approved). It can also be used as a light vacuum 
line on packaging machines or as a feed line on carpet-cleaning equipment.  
We also offer a solid colour cover PVC hose (NL5050) for applications subject 
to algae growth or U.V. degradation and the clear properties of the NL1270 are 
less desirable.  Refer to the ‘Multiple Purpose Section’ of this catalogue for more 
information on these products.

Temperature Range:  -40C (+250F) to +650C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Very smooth, clear PVC.  Cover:  Smooth, clear PVC.  Reinforcement:  Polyester yarn with a longitudinal orange 
yarn for identi  cation.
Typical Fittings:  N400 brass, stainless, or nylon barbs, garden hose  ttings, camlocks (larger sizes), brass ferrules, pinch clamps.

NL5050 is a high grade PVC hose with a solid colour cover for reduced algae growth 
and U.V. degradation in warm applications or in outdoor applications.  It is similar in 
construction to our NL1270 Clear Reinforced PVC but is commonly used where the clear 
properties of NL1270 are less desirable.  It is used for potable water, deionized water, or in 
other applications requiring high purity water - such as in semiconductor manufacturing 
or for municipal water main bypass.  This hose has a non-marking, non-perforated 
cover and is non-conductive and silicone free.  It is manufactured with FDA compliant 
compounds and meets NSF (51 & 61), 3A and California Proposition 65 requirements.
Service Temperature Range:  -40C (+250F) to +650C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube: Smooth, clear PVC.  Cover: Smooth, solid grey (NL5050) PVC.  Reinforcement: High tensile yarn.
Typical Fittings:  N400 brass, stainless, or nylon barbs, garden hose  ttings, brass ferrules, pinch clamps.
 Inside  Outside W. Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/8” NL5050-038 .594” 225 psi - .09 C    300 ft
 1/2 NL5050-050 .750 200 - .13 C    300
 3/4 NL5050-075 1.03 150 - .22 C    200
 1 NL5050-100 1.30 125 - .30 C    200

NL5482 Braided Silicone tubing/hose is used in applications where higher 
working pressures and kink resistance is required and standard unreinforced 
silicone tubing will not stand up.  It is a soft, inert,  exible tubing that is able to 
resist extreme temperature variations.  It is also extremely resistant to ozone and 
UV over long periods of time.  Our NL5482 is manufactured with FDA compliant 
compounds and meets NSF standards making it suitable in food applica tions 
(NOT designed for pharmaceutical/medical use, see NL5830 platinum cured 
silicone braided tubing for non-implant medical applications or other ULTRA 
PURE applications).  Silicone hose may also be used for low pressure steam 
sterilization or autoclaved at up to 2500F in a normal autoclaving cycle.  However, 
if exposed to repeated steam sterilization, long-term high temperature or pressure, 
silicone will eventually relax and become “gummy” and should then be replaced.
  
Temperature Range:  NL5482:  -620C (-800F) to +1770C (3500F);  NL5830 Ultra Pure:  -620C (-800F) to +2600C (5000F)
Construction:  Tube: Smooth silicone.  Cover:  Smooth silicone - shore hardness 60-70. Reinforcement:  Open mesh polyester braid.
Typical Fittings:  Nylon/brass/stainless steel hose barbs,  ‘Push-In’ tube  ttings, compression  ttings, N66 pinch clamps.

$ 1.10
1.38
2.31
3.29

$ 1.32
1.66
2.78
3.95

  

$ 1.54
1.94
3.24
4.61
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These are te  on bored hoses with a 304 stainless steel cover which also acts 
as the reinforcement.  They can be used in a variety of  uid or gas applications 
where temperature, purity, or corrosion resistance are of prime concern, such as 
on short, low pressure steam lines (not for steam-cold water cycling), food grade 
beverage transfer lines (meets FDA 21 CFR 177.1550), chemical lines, or for 
truck/bus air compressor discharge.  Since the reinforcement is exposed and also 
acts as a cover, it is NOT designed for abusive or rugged environments.  Due to 
the rigid nature of te  on tubing, special attention must be taken to prevent this 
hose from kinking or exceeding its bend radius (for additional bending capabilities 
refer to our NL535/540 Series Convoluted Te  on Hose).
Our standard NL525 has a white te  on tube; for applications where static elec-
tricity is a problem, please use our NL530 static conductive with a black te  on 
tube or NL540 static conductive with a convoluted te  on tube.  For chemical ap-
plications, always refer to a chemical resistance charts and drain after use.  Refer 
to the ‘Metal Hose & Specialty Section’ of this catalogue for more information.

Temperature Range:  Continuous:  -540C (-650F) to +2320C (4500F).  Steam only:  to +2000C (3880F)  
Construction:  Tube:  White extruded 0.030” smooth bore Te  on.  Cover and Reinforcement:  One braid of high tensile 304SS steel wire.
Typical Fittings:  NL525/530 Hose - N526xx brass permanent crimp, N525xx brass reusables, N527xx stainless permanent crimp, N528xx/
N529xx 2-piece permanent crimp.  NL535 Hose - N537xx stainless permanent crimp, N538xx 2-piece permanent crimp.   
          
          
    

NL535

NL525

Convoluted Tube

For more information
refer to the:
Metal Hose & Specialty Section - Pg. 172 

 
 NL525/530/535/540 ~ SAE100R14 TEFLON LINED SS BRAIDED

HYS

This is a specialty, high temperature, chemical transfer hose that is manufac-
tured with FDA compliant compounds with a te  on tube and a smooth rubber 
cover. Its te  on tube is compatible with a wide range of chemicals and it can be 
cleaned with steam, caustics, solvents, or other cleaning agents. The te  on tube 
is also very smooth, permitting little friction loss and minimal residue. Its cover 
is resistant to abrasion, weathering, ozone, and heat. Due to its hard, smooth 
tube, it is recommended that permanent swage-type couplings are used (NOT 
internal expansion style) and ends are inspected before and during every use.  
It is advisable to test the tube material prior to  eld use and ensure all coupled 
lengths are fully certi  ed prior to use.  All chemical hoses should be drained and 
 ushed after each use.
Temperature Range: -400C (-400F) to +1490C (3000F)
Construction: Tube: Smooth, white FEP Te  on. Cover: Smooth, blue/gray EPDM with orange/white stripe. Reinforcement: Two wire helix 
with multiple layers of synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Swage/crimp  ttings, camlocks (con  rm chemical compatibility), testing & certi  cation (NOT internal expansion Scovills 
due to the inability of the tube to expand).  Always con  rm compatibility of coupling and gasket with material being conveyed.

For more information
refer to the:
Chemical & Spray Section - Pg. 162 

CHM

 
 NL5090 ~ TEFLON TRANSFER

Our stainless steel hose can be used for potable water or liquid food applications 
where a rubber or thermoplastic hose is not suitable (NOT designed for gran-
ular or abrasive transfer).  It has a corrugated interior however which can lead 
to bacteria buildup if not properly cleaned or maintained.  Due to its exposed 
reinforcement (braiding), stainless braided hose is not designed for abusive 
environments where the hose will be subjected to external wear or dragging. 
The external braiding increases the hose working pressure and prevents hose 
elongation, but it does not protect the hose from external abuse.  WARNING: 
DO NOT TOUCH WHEN HOT!  Refer to the ‘Metal Hose & Specialty Section’ 
of this catalogue for more information.

Temperature Range: Application dependent, approximately -2000C (-3280F)  to +6000C (11120F)
Construction: Tube: Annular 321/304/316 stainless steel. Cover: Type 321/304/316 stainless steel braiding.
Typical Fittings: Custom lengths with welded on ends, usually male NPT or 150 lb  anges.

 
 SSB321/SSB316 ~ STAINLESS STEEL BRAIDED HOSE

MTS

For more information
refer to the:
Metal Hose & Specialty Section - Pg. 170 
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These are water washdown/cleaning hoses for use in food processing facilities 
(however they are NOT designed to actually convey foodstuffs or potable water).   
 NL2245 Super Sani-Wash is a cost effective EPDM rubber hose for use in ‘non-
oily’ food processing plants, dairies, packing houses, bottling plants, breweries, 
canneries, and creameries.  Its EPDM composition resists hot water up to 2050F, 
but will not stand up in oily or greasy environments.
The NL2250  Spectra Washdown has a smooth, non-marking cover that is resist-
ant to oil, grease, animal fats, and heavy abrasion.  Such oily products cause 
standard EPDM hoses to swell and eventually fail.  Please refer to the ‘Water 
Washdown Section’ of this catalogue for more information.

Typical Fittings:  N511/512 Long shank brass GHT ends, N2280 stainless hose swivels, stainless crimp sleeves, junior clamps.

NL6026  is used in the food and pharmaceutical industries for pneumatic transfer 
of edible powders or granular materials such as sugar,  our, and salt.  It is highly 
resistant to  ex-fatigue, abrasion, heat, air-loss, and ozone.  Its relatively smooth 
interior prevents material buildup and its rubber construction does not require any 
glues in the manufacturing process.  For highly abrasive food transfer refer to 
our NL6060 Urethane Ducting.  Please refer to the ‘Ducting & Vacuum Section’ 
of this catalogue for more information.

Temperature Range:  -510C(-600F) to +1350C (2750F);  Intermittent to +1500C (3000F)
Construction:  White, thermoplastic rubber with an integral wire helix.
Typical Fittings:  N64 Gear clamps, N64BR Bridge clamps, FDA duct tape, this hose is typically not used with  ttings.

For more information
refer to the:
Ducting & Vacuum Section - Pg. 145 

 
 NL6026 ~ WHITE FDA RFH THERMOPLASTIC RUBBER DUCTING

DCT

  
 NL6080 ~    TYPE 333 CLEAR POLYETHYLENE DUCTING

NL6080 is a clear, all polyethylene ducting hose that is ideal for chemical ventilation 
(refer to chemical charts), as well as pneumatic blowing of light materials (such as 
insulation, wood shavings, leaves, dust, etc.).  Its lightweight construction makes it 
extremely easy to drag & maneuver, while its close pitch, hardened polyethylene helix 
offers a very smooth interior allowing for no material build-up.  It is not recommended 
for transferring liquids, heavy products, or abrasive materials (see rubber or 
urethane ducting for abrasives).  Its clear wall permits visual con  rmation of  ow.  
It is also manufactured with FDA compliant compounds for light-duty food & 
beverage applications (consult manufacture with speci  c application details).

Temperature Range:  -34° C (-30°F) to 54°C (130°F)
Construction:  Interior:  Smooth, clear polyethylene Exterior:  Slightly corrugated 
polyethylene.
Typical Fittings:  N62/64 Gear clamps, duct tape;  this hose is typically not used with  ttings.

DCP

For more information
refer to the:
Ducting & Vacuum Section - Pg. 139

 
NL2254 ~ GOODYEAR  BLUE FORTRESS 300  POTABLE WATER  WASHDOWN

WTX

For more information
refer to the:
Water Washdown Section - Pg. 49 

 
NL2245 & NL2250 ~ GOODYEAR WHITE WASHDOWN

WTX

Traditional 1/2” to 1” white washdown hoses have a standard “black tube”  (non-
food grade tube) however our  NL2254 is (manufactured with FDA compliant 
compounds) for use in applications where the washdown water going through 
the hose must remain of higher potable standards.  Its high quality cover resists 
oil, animal fats, gouging, and abrasion; its cover also contains built in Microban 
Antimicrobial Product Protection.  This hose can be used in a variety of oily or 
fatty food processing plants, dairies, creameries, canneries, packing houses, 
bottling plants, breweries, or wineries (not for use with air).  SPECIAL NOTE:  
this hose is made of nitrile rubber compounds (tube and cover) that may not 
be suitable for use with certain cleaning chemicals, solvents, detergents or 
sanitizers; such solutions can have an adverse affect on the hose, resulting 
in reduced service life or failure.  Ensure compatibility by referring to the 
manufacturer chemical resistance chart.  Inspect hose before each use.
Temperature Range:  -290C(-200F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, white FDA approved nitrile synthetic rubber.  Cover:  Smooth, blue FDA approved Carbryn nitrile synthetic 
rubber with Microban product protection.  Reinforcement:  Spiral synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  N400L long Brass Barbs (higher temp/PSI), N511/512 Long shank brass GHT ends, N2280 stainless hose swivels, 
stainless crimp sleeves, punch clamps.

For more information
refer to the:
Water Washdown Section - Pg. 49 
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